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In this Letter we report analytic results based
on an exact computer analysis of helicon-wave
instabilities in a drifted electron-hole plasma.
Previous analyses' ' have not distinguished
between absolute (nonconvective) instabilities,
which correspond to growth in time at every
point in space or an oscillator, and convective
instabilities, which correspond to spatial am-
plification over a range of real frequencies.
It has been tacitly assumed that in order to
have spatial amplification, it is sufficient for
the dispersion relation to yield complex A' s
for some real ~ provided that complex co's also
exist for some real k's; whereas, in fact, one
must in addition show that no absolute insta-
bilities exist, for otherwise oscillations will
occur at the frequency and wave number of the
absolute instability. In view of the consider-
able experimental work4 ' in this area, it would
seem most important to clarify the theoretical
picture. Our results, which are based on a
recently developed technique for determining
the nature of instabilities, ' show for example
that in InSb with equal electron and hole con-
centrations, an absolute instability should ap-
pear above a threshold magnetic field, at an
arbitrarily small electric field. Furthermore,
from our results we develop a physical picture
of the instabilities, radically different from
the one given by either Bok and Nozieres' or
Misawa, ' and show it to be correct in that it
predicts the exact computer results. This pic-

ture has the same basis as the one recently
and independently described by Hasegawa, '
who failed, however, to correctly identify the
nature of the instability.

We restrict our discussion here to isotropic
and nondegenerate semiconductors, and use
a hydrodynamic description of the free car-
riers. The dispersion relation for transverse
waves, exp(i&et-ikz), with k along the applied
magnetic field B„and electrons and holes
counterstreaming parallel to 80 with velocities
ve and vg, respectively, is'
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where c is the velocity of light, ('pe and &pg
the electron and hole plasma frequencies, ~ce
and ~cq the electron and hole cyclotron frequen-
cies, and ve and vt, the electron and hole col-
lision frequencies. The stability analysis con-
sists in first mapping from (1) the real k axis
into the complex u plane; if part of the real
k axis maps into the lower half co plane the sys-
tem may exhibit some kind of instability. Any
portion of the lower half of the & plane contain-
ing a mapping of part of the rea, l k axis is then
investigated by mapping lines of constant Re&
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with increasing Im~ into the complex k plane.
In general there will be several roots for k

as a function of ~ and hence several contours
in the k plane for each line of constant Re& in
the ~ plane. If for any Re( two contours cor-
responding to different roots start for large
negative Im~ from opposite sides of the real
k axis and meet for some Im~ &0, we have an
absolute instability; the location of the branch
point in the lower half of the ( plane correspond-
ing to the meeting point (saddle point) in the
k plane gives the frequency and temporal growth
rate of the absolute instability. If no saddle
point of this type occurs, but if a contour of
constant Re~ crosses the real k axis, we have
a convective instability; the value of Imk at
Im~ =0 gives the spatial growth rate at. the fre-
quency being examined. Such an analysis of
the dispersion relation (1) was carried out with
the aid of the M.I.T. Electronics System Lab-
oratory computer display console and Project
MAC. " Figure 1 shows an example of k-plane
contours (of the lower half e plane) for InSb
in a variable applied magnetic field and elec-
tric field sufficient to produce avalanche. %e
note that below 1400 Q the instability is con-

vective, at about 1400 G an absolute instabil-
ity sets in at a complex value of k, and as the
magnetic field is raised the absolute instabil-
ity remains. We have analyzed (1) for a great
variety of physical parameters. Here we would
like to present the physical picture of the in-
stabilities that has emerged from these exact
computations and to summarize the major re-
sults of importance to current experiments
in semiconductor plasmas. ~ '

In the case of a plasma with ~ce/ve & 1 and

~cI, /vh & 1, as is the case for InSb with mod-
erate magnetic fields, the drifting electrons
provide a negative-energy wave" (Fig. 2) with
both forward and backward group velocities;
the holes act as a resistive medium background.
As is well known, negative-energy waves in
the presence of a resistive background become
unstable. The usual resistive medium instabiL-
ity" is with a forward group velocity, negative-
energy wave, and is therefore convective. The
new feature with drif ted helicons is that the
negative-energy wave can have zero group ve-
locity, and hence the instability can be abso-
lute. ' Indeed, exact calculations show that
the onset of the absolute instability is at the
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FIG. 1. Computer display of the mapping of the lower half a plane into the complex k plane using the dispersion
relation of Eq. {1), for an electric field of 200 V/cm and several values of applied magnetic field. Assumed param-
eter values, appropriate for InSb at 77 K under avalanche conditions: me*= 0.013m0, m~*= 0.18m 0, pe = 5X 105
cm /V Sec; pp=104 cm /V sec; nq =ng=10 8//cm . In the k-plane display for 1200 G only the root that crosses the
real k axis is shown. The straight lines of dots, essentially parallel to the imaginary k axis, have Reer constant;
they start in the lower half k plane for large Im~ &0 and end at Im+ =0. The value of Imk at Im~ =0 gives the spa-
tial growth rate at the corresponding Re~. In all other displays only the two roots that indicate the absolute insta-
bility are shown. For large Imu one root is above the real k axis and the other is below. For constant Re~ the
two roots approach each other as Im~ increases, one of them crosses the real k axis, and as Imru goes to zero the
roots separate again. As Re~ is increased the two roots interchange their direction of separation as Im~ goes to
zero, giving a saddle map. This indicates that for some Re~ the roots will meet at some Im~ &0; the location of
this branch point of k(~) gives the frequency and temporal growth rate of the absolute instability.
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frequency ~, and wave number ko/2, given in
Fig. 2, where the negative-energy wave branch
of the drifted helicons has zero group velocity.
As ~ce/vc is decreased, the backward wave
becomes damped, and the instability changes
to a convective one, in the direction of ve,
and extends for frequencies from zero to about
t:0 (see, e.g. , Fig. 1 at 1200 G). The condi-
tion for the onset of the absolute instability
can be obtained from (1) by requiring that the
appropriate branch point of k(&u) just cross into
the lower half ~ plane. For ~ck/vk «1, kve
«face, kvk « ~ck, a.nd k» ~/c, we obtain that

(v /(u )'u) '/v &~ k'/v„e ce Pe e Ph
(2)

is required for the instability to change from
convective to absolute. The growth rate in time
of the absolute instability is given by the imag-
inary part of the branch point in the ~ plane,

(~ '/~ )[(~ '/~ ')v -~ k'/vl J
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where &0 is as given in Fig. 2. These also are
borne out by the exact computations. Finally,
as is clear from the transformations of ~ and
k in Fig. 2, the one-dimensional treatment

I
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FIG. 2. Dispersion diagrams for helicons and
drifted helicons; R stands for right polarized and I-
for left polarized. The {&,k) plot is obtained from the
(~', k') plot through the transformation law for waves
in two coordinate systems moving with relative veloc-
ity ve, the electron drift velocity; the part of the I-
wave that changes its sign in frequency becomes a nega-
tive-energy wave. It is assumed that (~pe/~pe) (~e//&)2

c& 1.

predicts that the negative-energy branch will
exist for arbitrarily small drift velocities.
Hence, if condition (2) is satisfied, the abso-
lute instability will also occur for arbitrarily
small drifts (i.e. , small applied electric fields),
albeit at correspondingly lower frequencies
and with lower growth rates. In practice, since
lowering ve decreases ko (see Fig. 2), the low-
est drift velocity for which these considerations
apply will be limited by boundary effects.

In conclusion, we point out that the one-di-
mensional theory for drifted helicons, with

vce/ve & 1 and u. ck/vk «1 (e.g. , in InSb at mod-
erate magnetic fields), predicts that an abso-
lute instability will exist when inequality (2)
is satisfied. The physical picture is that the
electron negative-energy wave with both posi-
tive and negative group velocities becomes un-
stable (in time at every point in space) in the
presence of the resistive medium background

provided by the holes. The absolute instabil-
ity will occur at a definite frequency ~, (Fig. 2),
and the system will biuld up as an oscillator
with an initial time growth rate given by Eq. (3, .
The amplifier solutions (complex k's for real
~) of Eq. (1) a,re then meaningless. We have
shown these considerations to be correct in
that they predict the exact computer stability
analysis of Eq. (1).
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For ~ and k in the helicon regime of interest here,
Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance effects are negli-
gible.

This dispersion relation is the same as that used in
references 1-3. It should be noted that the self-mag-
netic field of the dc current has not been included. It
may not be possible to neglect this field compared to
the applied magnetic field without simultaneously en-
dangering the one-dimensional assumption. This re-
quires further study.
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In this paper we report new information on
differences between the charge distributions
of Ca' and of Ca~, obtained by means of elas-
tic scattering of 250-MeV electrons. ' As is
the case with single isotopes, more detail can
be detected with this method than with muonic
or optical isotope shifts. An interesting result
was obtained recently, by the muonic-atom
method, that the equivalent radius R = [5(r')/3]'~'
increases by only about 0.8%, compared with
the A'" prediction of 3.2%.'&' We agree with
this result and find additionally that this 0.8%
increase of R arises from a 2.2% increase in
the half-radius of the charge distribution, to-
gether with a 1.6% decrease in the skin thick-
ness.

We recall that the A'" dependence of the nu-
clear half-radius, c, deduced from electron
scattering, came from experiments on seven
nuclei, Ca to Bi, widely spread through the
periodic table. ~ It is thus measured only as
a gross property for large variations in A.
Either for simplicity, or to utilize the fact that
an A'" variation of c with A, coupled with a
constant surface thickness, produces a central
nucleon density roughly independent of A, the

detailed A dependence of c has perhaps ac-
quired a more solid status than present exper-
iment warrants. 'y' What the muonic x-ray mea-
surements obtained, and what our new electron
scattering results probe in greater detail, is
the modulation, possibly due to nuclear shell
structure, of the gross A'" dependence of the
nuclear size.

The basic idea, suggested some time ago, '
is to measure experimentally and analyze the-
oretically not the differential cross sections
of the separate isotopes, but the isotopic dif-
ference in these quantities or, equivalently,
the ratio of the cross sections. Most of the
systematic experimental errors associated
with an absolute cross-section measurement
are eliminated by taking the ratio of the cross
sections. Theoretically, the connection with
the isotopic ratio of charge densities is also
made more directly.

We have carried out this comparative exper-
iment on Ca~ and Ca~~ by alternating the tar-
gets and measuring the cross sections for both
isotopes under the same experimental condi-
tions. The basic method has been described
previously. ' An improvement in technique has


